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The Cirus
Take That

The ones already submitted by users are not correct,
so here is mine which I believe is 100% correct.

As the song is based around the piano you may not
be happy with strumming every chord. If you want to pick,
pick the lowest note of each chord with you thumb,
and then use your index and middle fingers for picking two
other strings. The whole song is pretty much based around 
playing three strings, although those three strings differ through
the song.

For example, the first chord [Em], pick the A string with your thumb,
and then the D & G strings together with you index & middle fingers.
You will get the idea as you learn the song.

The note in the song that I have written 2,3,4 open, means the B,G&D strings,
again, 
picking the D string with your thumb and the G&B strings
together with your fingers.

STANDARD TUNING -

The Circus - Take That

Em 
Silence please cos I ve got somethin  to say, 

Esus4
And I m going round in circles everyday,

   Am                 2,3,4 open     F                            
The more I shout, the more I hesitate, 

                C                        G
Now that you re gone , Now that you re gone,

Em
Stand up please till I m done losin  my mind,

Esus4
And I thanked you all just one too many times, 



   Am                 2,3,4 open     F 
The more we fall the harder we must climb,

                C                        G
Now that you re gone , Now that you re gone,

   F           C              Em7        
Cos everybody loves a circus show,

    F              C              Em7  
But I m the only clown you ll ever know,

    F                          Am Asus4
And now you can applaud my best mistake,

   F                             G        C
I love you was too many words to say, to say,

Em
Silence please cos I ve got somethin  to say, 

Esus4
And before the music takes you all away,

   Am                2,3,4 open     F  
I never thought I d leave it all so late, 

                 C              G
Now that you re gone, O you re gone,

    F          C              Em7  
Cos everybody loves a circus show, 

    F              C              Em7 
But I m the only clown you ll ever know,

    F                          Am Asus4
And now you can applaud my best mistake, 

   F                             G    



I love you was too many words to say,

   F                             G        C
I love you was too many words to say, to say,

   Am                2,3,4 open     F  
I never thought I d leave it all so late, 

                 C              G
Now that you re gone, O you re gone,

    F          C              Em7  
Cos everybody loves a circus show, 

    F              C              Em7 
But I m the only clown you ll ever know,

    F                          Am Asus4
And now you can applaud my best mistake, 

   F                             G    
I love you was too many words to say,

   F                             G        C
I love you was too many words to say, to say.


